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Communiqué from Greenwood High
The atmosphere and environment in our
school eludes of positivity which motivates
the children to hone their reading and writing
skills. We do this through exploration rather
than explanation.

Parent Resource Corner
Mummy’s and daddy’s love to see their little ones set up a
dinner table, help in cleaning up and be part of family play
like chess and scrabble and march off on weekends to the
park and to the movies.
Games are integral part of early child development and
allow children to build skills and harness their energy
towards positivity. Physical exercises give impetus to the
old saying “All work and no play makes jack a dull boy”. As
it stimulates the brain centre keeping children a notch
above the rest.
Drawing is an expression of one’s imagination and color
which makes young children think beyond the horizon.

Parenting Is Trust
The biggest trust is being entrusted with a life. The biggest
responsibility is to live that trust throughout your life.

Parenting Is Gardening
The Universe blossoms like the face of a child. By bringing
out the best in your child, you bring out the best in this
universe.

Parenting Is Enjoying
Smiling together, singing songs, playing together with your
child are the most enjoyable moments of your life.

A good game to be played in a confined of an apartment is
treasure hunt. The idea is to create your own treasure,
which could be old jewellery, gold coins, candy, and toy
presents that you hide all over the house or the backyard,
or you can create a treasure chest out of a cardboard box
with a map where X marks the spot! Parents and kids can
dress up like pirates with eye patches and you can have
games such as walking on the plank or the children can go
play with plastic swords.

Teacher’s corner
VIP’s Scientists & Teachers.
 In the Honorable Court of France only a Teacher is
allowed to sit on a chair.
 In Japan, the police take special permission from the
govt. to arrest A Teacher.
 In Korea any Teacher can enjoy all those facilities
which a Minister in INDIA can enjoy just by showing his
ID card.
TEACHING is one PROFESSION that CREATES all others.

WHO IS A VIP?
 In America only two types of people are considered as

A Teacher is a Compass that activates the magnets of
curiosity, knowledge and wisdom in the students.

Sense of Humour
After many years, a prisoner is finally released.
He runs around yelling, I’m free! I’m free!”
A little kid walks up to him and says, “So what? I’m 4”.
Q: Which flower talks the most?
A: Tulips, of course, because they have two lips
Q: Everyone has it and no one can lose it, what is it?
A: A shadow.
Q: What has to be broken before you can use it?
A: An egg.

Fun Facts
♫

 Hippos don’t have to worry about packing sunscreen.
Their skin makes a pink slime that blocks the sun.
 Honeybees have hair on their eyes to help keep their
eyeballs clean. The hair catches dirt and pollen.

♫
♫

 Butterflies have about 1,200 eyes. But they’re clustered
together, so they kind of look like one big eye.
 Starfish don’t have brains. They feel their way through
life just using their senses of touch, taste and smell.
 In your whole life, your mouth will make about 10,000
gallons of spit. That’s enough to fill a giant swimming
pool.

Guess!!!! Who am I?
1. I am fluffy and warm in my furry coat,

2. I am an odd number

Although I look similar I am not a goat

I am more than 40

I live in a herd, which is a large mass

I am I less than 50

and during the day I eat lots of grass,

What am I?

Farmers trim me; they turn me and pull,
They don’t stop until they get all my wool.

Events


Go Green with Greenwood High by KG 1 held on 14th of
January’2016.



It’s all about fresh veggies and fruits by Early Year held
on 13th Of January’2016.



Come let’s sing along the circle of life song by KG2 on
14th of January’2016.



School Picnic to Jain Farms on 21st of January’2016.
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